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Introduction  
 
Pursuant to Illinois Administrative Code 411, Illinois Power Company, now d/b/a 
AmerenIP (or Company), filed the Company’s 2004 Annual Reliability Report by June 1, 
2005 as required.  Revised reports were subsequently filed on June 21, 2005 and 
July 21, 2005 to include minor corrections.  ICC Staff conducted an assessment of the 
report and performed field inspections over much of the remainder of 2005.  On March 
22, 2006, the Illinois Commerce Commission approved Staff’s Assessment Report for 
Calendar Year 2004.  
 
AmerenIP appreciates the opportunity to respond to Staff’s Assessment Report for 
Calendar Year 2004.  The remainder of this document is the Company’s response to 
that document.   
 
 
AmerenIP Response to ICC Assessment Executive Summary 
 
In making its assessment of AmerenIP’s reliability, the ICC Staff makes several 
statements concerning a worsening trend.  There is no statistical evidence of a 
worsening trend.  When industry-recognized methods are used to account for the 
influence of extreme weather on system reliability, AmerenIP’s reliability has been 
relatively consistent over the past five years.   
 
The ICC Staff does not yet recognize IEEE standard 1366 for reliability reporting.  This 
standard incorporates an objective method for removing the effects of extreme weather, 
as well as other unusual events.  By removing the effects of severe weather in the 
analysis, a more accurate picture of system reliability is obtained. Stated differently, 
AmerenIP cannot build its system to totally withstand the effects of tornados and other 
extreme weather.  When these events occur, the number and lengths of outages are so 
large that they can outweigh or unduly influence the results for the rest of the year.  By 
incorporating the IEEE standard 1366 for reliability reporting, the Commission would be 
afforded a better tool for assessing the utility’s system reliability.  
 
AmerenIP’s reliability results are still subject to variation each year due to changing 
weather patterns.  Even with the effects of extreme weather removed, the majority of 
other outages occur during storms, and the number, location, and intensity of storms 
change from year-to-year.  Therefore, year-to-year comparisons need also be 
scrutinized with this factual understanding.  Consequently, it is important to focus on 
long-term trends as the effects of weather variations are taken into account.  AmerenIP 
continues to work toward improving its system to reduce exposure to weather events, 
but in any given year, reliability indices can be higher or lower than previous results.  
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Staff’s assessment also compares and ranks the Illinois utilities.  However, every utility 
uses different systems and processes for collecting outage data.    These dissimilarities 
can produce widely varying results, so reliability indices cannot be directly compared 
across companies. 
 
AmerenIP has demonstrated a commitment to improving reliability.  We will continue to 
monitor results with the intent of providing superior reliability to our customers.  The 
emphasis will continue to be on the reduction of exposure through improved system 
design and construction, cost-effective maintenance practices, and industry leading 
vegetation management techniques. 
 
 
 
Summary of Recommendations  
 
Item 1
AmerenIP should take a more proactive role in finding and addressing National Electric 
Safety Code (NESC) violations throughout its electric system and in preventing such 
occurrences in the first place.  Staff discovered fourteen NESC violations on AmerenIP 
circuits this year, all of which pose a risk to service reliability and public safety.  While 
AmerenIP has been responsive in resolving these issues when discovered by Staff, it 
should not rely on Staff to cause the code violations to be addressed. 
 
AmerenIP Response 
AmerenIP management has taken several steps to ensure employee awareness of the 
importance of adhering to the NESC.   Some of these steps include: 
• Clearances are addressed through AmerenIP’s current circuit inspection procedure. 
• NESC compliance has been addressed during leadership meetings to stress the 

importance of this requirement. 
• Field leadership has stressed to field employees that they must be cognizant of and 

take action to address NESC violations. 
• Contract forestry personnel are trained to be observant of clearance issues involving 

Ameren structures with other facilities.  
• Clearances and other NESC concerns are included in the Ameren-wide Circuit 

Inspection Procedure, scheduled for implementation in 2007. 
• AmerenIP is on schedule to implement committed work plans in accordance with 

NESC 261.D.4.c at interstate crossings by June 30, 2006. 
 
While AmerenIP cannot control all of the constantly changing field conditions which can 
affect facilities, the Company is committed to making appropriate corrections when 
problems are identified.  This commitment includes education and retraining of 
personnel as necessary. 
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Item 2 
AmerenIP should do whatever is necessary to achieve and maintain a four-year 
(minimum) tree trimming cycle that is in compliance with NESC Rule 218 throughout its 
service territory.  AmerenIP needs to assure that all trees near its lines throughout its 
service territory are trimmed such that there are no tree contacts with its energized 
primary conductors before it returns to trim them again.  Staff’s field inspections of tree 
conditions in Jacksonville and Decatur revealed noticeable improvement in those cities 
since last year’s inspections, but there were still too many tree conflicts in both cities.  
Because of the continuing problem in Jacksonville and Decatur, AmerenIP should give 
priority to tree trimming program recovery in these two areas. 
 
 AmerenIP Response 
AmerenIP has increased the tree trimming efforts in Jacksonville and Decatur.  
 
Jacksonville 
Jacksonville has 18 circuits totaling 365.9 miles that require trimming.  Since January 1, 
2003 thru December 31, 2005, AmerenIP has completed trimming on 15.4 circuits (85% 
of the total) and 322.5 circuit miles (87% of the circuit miles). The circuits scheduled for 
2006 were last completed in June and July of 2002. AmerenIP has started these circuits 
six months ahead of the next scheduled trim date. The Company also completed cycle 
buster trimming on six circuits in 2005 and has scheduled another six circuits for 2006. 
 
Jacksonville Power Plant Circuit 331 was scheduled for maintenance trimming in 2005; 
this work has been completed.  All of the locations identified in the inspection have been 
trimmed. In addition, AmerenIP trimmed two dead trees and one structurally damaged 
tree that the Company identified during inspections. 
 
Decatur 
There are 62 circuits totaling 822 miles in Decatur that require trimming.  AmerenIP 
trimmed 40 circuits totaling 566 miles during the time period January 1, 2003 thru 
December 31, 2005.  An additional 22 circuits totaling 256 miles are scheduled for 
completion by December 31, 2006.  By year end, Decatur will be on a four-year cycle, 
which Ameren defines as complete-date to complete-date.  Prior to acquisition by 
Ameren, Illinois Power’s four-year trim cycle was defined as complete-date to start-date.  
AmerenIP has completed trimming on all of the trees noted in Staff’s report.  Mid-cycle 
patrols on all circuits that were trimmed in 2004 will commence after the 2006 growing 
season.  Patrols of these circuits will begin in July and will be completed by August 31, 
2006. 
 
 
NESC 218 
AmerenIP is committed to maintaining a four-year tree trimming cycle throughout its 
service territory.  Ameren believes the current program is in compliance with NESC 
Rule 218.  Further explanation of Ameren’s position to NESC rule 218 with regard to 
tree contact is detailed below. 
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NESC rule 218 (a) (1) and its associated note state the following: 
 
“Trees that may interfere with ungrounded supply conductors should be trimmed or 
removed. 
NOTE: Normal tree growth, the combined movement of trees and conductors under 
adverse weather conditions, voltage and sagging of conductors under adverse weather 
conditions are among the factors to be considered in determining the extent of trimming 
required.” 
 
Ameren and the ICC staff agree in principle with the fact that “trees that may interfere 
with ungrounded supply conductors should be trimmed”. Ameren has demonstrated this 
by achieving and maintaining a 4-year tree trimming cycle through out its service 
territory in Illinois.  Ameren and ICC Staff appear to have different interpretations of 
what constitutes “interfere with” as stated in NESC 218. The different interpretations 
lead to differing positions as to the extent and timing of the trimming to be done in order 
to be in compliance with NESC 218. 
 
Staff has taken the position that the term “interferes with” means that there can be no 
tree contact with energized conductors at any time.  Staff’s position is stated in all of the 
recommendations in the 2004 reports for all Ameren Illinois operating companies: 
 

 “Ameren must assure that all trees in its Illinois service territory are trimmed 
such that there are no contacts with energized primary conductors before it 
returns to trim them again”. 

 
Ameren’s position is that the term “interfere with” refers to the trees’ effect on the ability 
of the energized conductor to perform its intended function, i.e. safely and reliably 
distribute electricity.  Given this definition, it is Ameren’s position, as well as several 
industry experts, that some encroachment of new growth from previous trim cycles 
around energized conductors is not detrimental to the intended function of an electrical 
distribution primary conductor and is not in violation of NESC 218.  
 
A study conducted by Environmental Consultants Inc. on the electrical fault potential of 
tree limbs was published on June 25, 2004. The study is titled “Species Specific 
Variation in Impedance as related to Electrical Fault Potential”. 
 
The results of the study provide information on the potential of each tree species to 
cause an interruption when contacted by an energized conductor.  The published report 
is extensive in its data and analyses.  Ameren would offer a few of the following 
excerpts from the studies Executive Summary and General Conclusions and 
Recommendations sections to explain and support Ameren’s position with regard to 
NESC 218: 
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General Conclusion and Recommendations:  
 
“Basically, the incidental branch conductor contacts that develop as a circuit “ages” and 
trees grow back into the cleared area is of low risk to reliability.  Since these new 
contacts do not appreciably affect the risk of an interruption, some level of contact can 
be tolerated. The preventive maintenance cycle period can be based on an 
economically optimal period, rather than strictly on the basis of maintaining line 
clearance.” 
 
“Branch diameter was shown to play a major role in conductivity, with the largest 
branches being much more conductive than small shoots.” 
 
 
Executive summary section: 
 
“This work also suggests that the majorities of tree-to-conductor contacts result in high 
impedance faults of low current, and are relatively low risk to reliability.” 
 
In addition to the ECI study, Ameren has received a report titled “NESC requirements 
and Practical Consideration relative to Vegetation Management around Over Head 
lines”.  This report was provided to Ameren by Clapp Research and Associates, P.C.  
The report was authored by Mr. Allen Clapp.  Mr. Clapp is currently president of Clapp 
Research and Associates and a licensed professional engineer.  He is a member of the 
NESC committee and editor of the NESC handbook.  Mr. Clapp has also served as 
chairman of the NESC committee (1984 -1993) and is a member of the following NESC 
subcommittees:  

• Interpretations 
• Coordination 
• Clearances 
• Strengths and Loadings 

 
Mr. Clapp’s report consists of three sections: 

• Review of NESC requirements 
• Discussion 
• Conclusions 

 
Ameren would like to provide the following excerpts from the conclusion section as 
support to our interpretation of the term “interfere with” as used in NESC 218:  
  
Conclusions-  
 
It is not practical to prevent all contacts between trees and overhead power line 
conductors.  This fact is intentionally recognized by the National Electrical Safety Code 
in Rule 218.  
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Contact by leaves or small limbs with energized overhead power line conductors does 
not produce enough conductor heating to significantly damage the strength of the 
conductors. 
  
As indicated by the ECI study and the discussions above, contact by leaves or small 
limbs with energized overhead power line conductors does not produce enough current 
to operate line protection devices and interrupt the reliability of the line.  
 
It is not possible, much less practical, to prevent all contacts between trees and 
overhead power line conductors.  However, it is practical to recognize growth habits of 
the local vegetation species and the local climates and to design and implement an 
effective vegetation management program that will limit the likelihood of vegetation 
contact to a level that (a) presents little effect on system reliability or conductor strength 
and (b) does not present a significant fire or personal safety hazard. 
 
 
Based upon the conclusions stated in the ECI study and Mr. Allen Clapp’s report, 
Ameren believes that encroachment of new tree growth at the end of a trim cycle does 
not interfere with the intended function of an electrical distribution conductor, which is to 
safely and reliably distribute electricity, and is not in violation of NESC 218. 
 
Ameren’s Illinois distribution facilities are on a four-year trimming cycle and Ameren is 
committed to maintaining the four-year trim cycles as per agreement with the ICC Staff.  
As a result of this achievement Ameren has reduced tree caused outages over the last 
four years.  
 
The Company has implemented a “cycle buster” program to minimize the number of 
tree contacts on the system prior to trimming the circuit on the next scheduled trim 
cycle. 
 
Ameren has conveyed to Staff through meetings and written responses that the 
evolution of improved vegetation conditions on the system is a continuous process.  It is 
Ameren’s expectation that in subsequent cycles more clearance will be obtained 
through the removal of problem trees.  This will lead to further reductions in outages due 
to tree and conductor conflicts.  Ameren will achieve this improvement by continuing to 
work with communities to reduce the hazard trees and cycle buster trees through tree 
replacement programs. 
  
Ameren’s vegetation supervisors will continue to work with industry groups such as the 
International Society of Arboriculture, Utility Arborist Association, Illinois Arborist 
Association and the National Arbor day foundation to educate the general public, and 
particularly Ameren customers, on the “Right Tree Right Place Concept”.   Ameren staff 
actively participates on and attends meetings for many of the tree advisory boards and 
urban forestry councils located in communities through out Illinois. 
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Staff’s Interpretation of Vegetation Management Expenditures 
 
In its 11/10/05 Assessment, ICC Staff incorrectly compares year-to-year expenditures 
on distribution tree trimming expenditures.  This comparison begins on page 41 of the 
Assessment and continues through page 43.  The comparison misinterprets how loaded 
and unloaded dollars affect historical spending.   
 
To provide more insight, distribution tree trimming dollars shown in the Assessment for 
2000-2004 include internal loadings (staff, mailings, postage, etc.) as well as external 
expenditures (dollars spent with contractor).  Dollars shown in the 2005 budget and the 
2006 and 2007 projected expenditures include external expenditures only, with no 
internal loadings included.  Therefore, for distribution tree trimming, AmerenIP 
previously included more loadings for years 2000 through 2004 than Ameren currently 
includes for years 2005 through 2007.   
 
Due to this change in loaded vs. unloaded expenditures, Staff incorrectly states that 
“While the budgeted amount for 2005 is significantly (nearly 8.9%) more than AmerenIP 
spent on distribution tree trimming in 2004, it is actually slightly less than the amount 
budgeted for 2004.”    
 
 
Item 3 
AmerenIP should investigate all of the problems noted during Staff’s inspections of 
worst performing and other circuits (see Attachments “A” through “R”) and take 
appropriate remedial actions addressing any problems on those circuits, whether or not 
noted by Staff, which can significantly affect service reliability or public safety. 
 
AmerenIP Response 
AmerenIP regularly inspects circuits and addresses problems when they are identified.  
Currently, distribution circuits are inspected on a four-year rotation.  Transmission 
circuits are inspected semiannually..   This program has been in place at AmerenIP for 
several years.  In 2007, AmerenIP will transition to the Ameren-wide Circuit Inspection 
Program.  
 
Circuits which are identified as worst performing are reviewed with additional scrutiny.  
AmerenIP’s commitment to customer satisfaction and improving reliability drives the 
Company to review the outage causes, as well as the field conditions of the circuit when 
appropriate.   All issues are investigated and work plans are developed accordingly.  
Additionally, AmerenIP compares internal inspection notes with Staff’s inspection notes 
to ensure conditions which can adversely affect reliability or public safety have not 
occurred during the interim.  Work plans developed as a result of all circuit inspections 
are monitored for completion. 
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Item 4 
AmerenIP should follow through with its action plans listed in its Supplemental Report 
(as a minimum) in an effort to prevent those customers who experienced interruptions in 
excess of the service reliability targets in each of the last three or more years from 
exceeding the targets again. 
 
AmerenIP Response 
AmerenIP is following through with all action plans identified in the Supplemental 
Report, which identifies customers who experienced interruptions in excess of the ICC 
service reliability targets in each of the last three or more years.   An update will be 
provided in the 2005 Annual Reliability Report. 
 
AmerenIP also reviews outage history on a regular basis to identify new or continuing 
trends where customers have experienced multiple outages.  In addition to regulatory 
reporting on these customer segments, Ameren has internal reliability goals to reduce 
multiple outages to customers and implements work plans accordingly.   
 
 
Item 5 
AmerenIP should investigate its apparently escalating problem with broken spacers on 
its spacer cable circuits and implement an appropriate action plan to address it. 
 
AmerenIP Response 
AmerenIP disagrees that broken spacer cable brackets are an “escalating problem.”   
AmerenIP believes that the number of broken spacer brackets found during Staff’s field 
inspections during 2005 is proportionate to the amount of spacer cable installed in the 
particular locations inspected.  This conclusion is supported by internal observations 
from Ameren circuit inspections, as well as by comparing past Staff inspection results to 
the amount of spacer cable in those locations that Staff inspected.   
 
As previously noted, changing field conditions require continuous monitoring of facilities.   
Broken spacer cable brackets are identified during annual and special circuit 
inspections, and corrective work is implemented accordingly. 
 
AmerenIP has also taken the following steps with regard to spacer cable: 
 
• In locations where a significant amount of spacer cable is installed, AmerenIP 

management has instructed field personnel to be especially cognizant of broken 
spacers and the risk they could pose to reliability. 

• AmerenIP storerooms now stock a heavier, more durable spacer cable bracket for 
replacement of brackets when they fail. 
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Item 6 
AmerenIP should perform field inspections of all circuits on a regular basis and correct 
the problems found which can significantly affect reliability or public safety. 
 
AmerenIP Response 
As noted in AmerenIP’s response to Item #3, all AmerenIP circuits are inspected on a 
regular basis so that problems can be identified and corrected.  
 
 
 
Item 7 
AmerenIP should continue its efforts to improve its circuit maps and make them more 
user friendly. 
 
AmerenIP Response 
AmerenIP has several proactive processes in place to hone the accuracy of its 
Information Delivery System (IDS) electronic maps, which results in more accurate 
paper maps.  This continuous improvement involves: 
• Field personnel report discrepancies between the mapping system and field 

conditions when identified. 
• Completed work plans are incorporated into the electronic mapping system. 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Ameren continually improves the Vegetation Management Program.  The Company 
believes some of the recent changes from the previous AmerenIP program promote 
improving reliability.  These include: 

 
• Enhanced the centralized program structure by bringing several vegetation 

supervisor positions back in house.  These positions had previously been staffed by 
contractor employees. 

• Enhanced the use of integrated vegetation management principles by implementing 
the use of specialty equipment and incorporating low-volume herbicide applications 
into the program. 

• Implemented Ameren’s Tree Manager software program as the work management 
system to be used at AmerenIP.  

• Enhanced the outage tracking program by providing a daily tree-caused outage 
report and integrating other Ameren systems to track tree-caused outage data. 
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• Modified the definition of a four-year trim cycle to align AmerenIP with the other 

Ameren Illinois companies. Ameren defines a four-year trim cycle from completion 
date to completion date. 

• Implemented Quality Assurance procedures (Audit Program). 
• Implemented a performance management metrics that provides clear and measured 

objectives to the contractors and internal staff in the areas of safety, reliability, 
productivity, process efficiency and customer satisfaction.  

 
 
AmerenIP appreciates Staff’s recognition of the efforts the Company is making toward 
improving reliability.  Ameren will continue to assess conditions and put into practice 
processes that help the Company work toward this end. 
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